
Conundrums of Comparison

sheldon pollock, columbia university

A bout five years ago I proposed to my friend Benjamin

Elman, the Princeton intellectual historian of late-imperial

China, that we consider organizing a comparative project on

China and India. This was not my first foray into comparative studies;

I had actually done an earlier project with Ben on the comparative in-

tellectual history of the early-modern world and had thought com-

paratively about India and Rome in the Classical period for a book

on Sanskrit cosmopolitanism published a decade ago. Why I persist

in such enterprises when, as you’ll hear, comparison so befuddles me

I can’t fully explain. But nowhere I amagain presenting ideas I amvery

uncertain of, someof themcontainingwords I cannot evenpronounce.

My befuddlement with comparison is primarily methodological

and epistemological in nature. But I’m also befuddled by its stunted

presence in our disciplinary discourses—the first of several conun-

drums I want to share here. This is palpably the case in comparative

literature, which seems embarrassed and annoyed by the category

baked into its academic identity. But theproblem isnotpeculiar to that

field. Actually the disquiet with comparison seems to be ubiquitous—
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it’s the crazy uncle in the attic you try not to talk about.1 Much

contemporary work attempting to theorize comparison shows this

difficulty. The editor of an important collection published in the Com-

parative Studies in Society and History book series can claim nomore

for “the most critical aims of comparison” than “to make discoveries

through different ways of seeing things.” For a recent programmatic

essay inHistory and Theory, comparison only produces “a unified argu-

ment about a more layered and nuanced colonialism [or whatever

might be the object of study] occurring at many levels and in many

places.”2 Many books of comparison explicitly, if curiously, eschew

comparing altogether, forever deferring it until there is more, ever

more, data (two new books comparing the Roman and Han empires

are good examples).3 In a recent book on comparative politics,4 com-

parisonas amethod isnowhere discussed, not once, in the book’s four

hundred pages. Comparison for such political scientists, it seems,

just goes without saying (if it goes at all, since “comparative politics”

seems to be another way of saying “non-American”).

And it goes without saying for many other scholars, including any

number I have worked with. India specialists like me get invited to

conferences all the time to complement the Middle East or East Asia

specialists—whether dealing with the so-called Axial Age, or the

twelfth-century renaissance, or “earlymodernity,” orwhatever. Com-

parison for the organizers has clearly been something to embrace, not

fear, or Iwouldn’t be invited in thefirst place. But at noneof these con-

ferences, in my now decades-long experience, has the logic of com-

parison ever once been discussed as part of our enterprise. We just,

well, complemented one another. If this weren’t befuddlement

enough, I am delivering this lecture at a series on “Comparison in a

Post-Comparative World.” I feel like an endangered salmon strug-

gling upstream to spawn.

One reason for all these hesitations is, I assume, that the logic of

comparison is seriously complex. The full force of its complexity was
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brought home to me when the group of scholars to undertake our

transhistorical and cross-disciplinary comparative study of China

and India finally came together. One thing we wanted to explore was

the historical preconditions for the present-day character of these

two regions now reemerging as major powers in the world economy

and international relations:Wewanted to understand how the past—

ecological and economic trends, gender relations, statecraft and polit-

ical power, religious consciousness, historical imagination, scientific

culture, literary and aesthetic understanding, artistic representa-

tion—has contributed to the constitution of the present. But above all

we wanted to see what difference it makes to ask this question com-

paratively. To generalize grossly, the state today in China is strong

and centripetal, whereas in India it is weak and centrifugal; in China,

authority is centralized, in India it is dispersed; in China, soft power is

deployed on a global scale (through, for example, the Confucius Insti-

tutes), in India, there is no agreement on even what such soft power

might consist of (surely not Hindutva; yoga?), let alone whether it

has a global destiny; Chinese make hardware for the world, Indians,

software—amongmany other domains of divergence.We knew intu-

itively that tomake sense of these phenomena—I bracket for themo-

ment the question whether these are Herderian national characteris-

tics, Orientalist flotsam, idées reçues, clichés, or something else

altogether—direct comparison between China and India would be re-

quired, that is, comparison as far as possible not mediated by the

West, but that intuition was one we didn’t theorize very deeply. We

did not discuss any other of the methodological and theoretical prob-

lems inherent in our curiosity, which would need to be worked out

with some care—in fact, withmore care thanwe realized or could im-

mediately bring to bear.

To be sure, many scholars especially in the past few decades have

sought to avoid systematic comparison, and I try to identify some

reasons for this in what follows. But in addition to the problematic
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character of such comparativism there has been a new impulse to

capture processes of mutuality, where actual interactions of case a

and case b produced exchanges, influences, and the like. Such “con-

nective” (or entangled or crossed) history is offered as a corrective or

even replacement for comparative study. But such an approach was

one that by and large we consciously rejected. True enough, China

and India interacted for millennia, in everything from religion to art

to literature to science, not to speak of the more concrete exchanges

of trade and diplomacy, so much so that to try to separate these phe-

nomena is to tear apart a real historical fabric. What we were seek-

ing to capture in our project, however, was not the emergence of a

given form of life, its embryology so to speak, but rather the nature

of that form when fully achieved, its physiology.

Our project was thereforemost decidedly not to be a history of con-

nections of the sort scholars have been producing for decades, which

seems usually to be to search for origins, or an attempt to identify the

more privileged lender and the more indebted borrower. Such histo-

ries are usually indifferent to whatever is specific, particular, or indi-

vidual about China and India but are concerned onlywithwhatmakes

them similar because they shared certain phenomena through his-

torical exchange. This unconcern with similarity is also the reason

why we set our chronological endpoint at 1800, before the leveling

processes of Western modernity were engaged and everyone every-

where started producing the same industrial capitalism, developing

the same middle classes, writing the same national novels. What in-

terested us, by contrast, were specific differences in phenomena. But

again,weneveraskedourselves,anymore thantheorganizersof those

earlier projects on the “Axial Age” and the like asked themselves, the

key question: Howprecisely does comparisonwork, and,more impor-

tant, what kind of new knowledge can comparison produce?

We were also surprised by how few of the remarkable scholars we

assembled for our project had any clearer sense of what comparison
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was supposed to do than we did. If it has proven difficult for almost

all eight teams (each chapter is being written by one scholar work-

ing on China and one on India) to integrate their accounts (leaving

them “accounts of phenomena that occurred in two places”), this

was largely because most of us could not readily enunciate, or some-

how felt uncomfortable enunciating, our comparative outcomes. Com-

parison was, to all appearances, a deeply alien practice.

Comparativism as Epistemological Necessity

This alienness is another of my conundrums, something at once sur-

prising and unsurprising.5 It is surprising because comparison is

something of a cognitive inevitability, a proposition for which there

is a complex philosophical grounding. We don’t need the major fig-

ures in European thought to convince us that comparison is funda-

mental to how we perceive the world. But if we wanted to train some

big guns on this problem we could cite Kant, for whom cognition as

such is a comparative activity. “To be acquainted with something,”

says a recent commentator, “is, as Kant puts it, ‘to represent some-

thing in comparison with other things, both as to sameness and dif-

ference.’ . . . The most basic act of the understanding that is neces-

sary for the generation of concepts is the act of comparison.”6 And

then there is Hegel, who analyzed the tacit comparison inherent in

the construction of identity of any thing in the section on “Some-

thing and an Other” in the larger Logic. “Each Something is dependent

for its own nature on an Other . . . the relation to an Other is what

makes it what it is.” One might even say that Marx’s theory of the

genesis of the commodity form presupposes a kind of comparativ-

ism: the difference between the two commodities is the prerequisite

for an exchange—that is, comparison—between them to take place.

And if we need a fourth horsemen, we can invite Nietzsche. “What

do people actually take knowledge to be? What do they want when
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they want ‘knowledge’?” he asks in The Gay Science. “Nothing more

than this: something unfamiliar is to be traced back to something fa-

miliar”—a tracing back that is, in essence, comparing.7

All this makes the various critiques of historical comparison very

hard to understand. When one such critique invites us to “insist on

the irreducible singularity and incommensurability of a culture, lan-

guage, polity, or historical event,” it is unclear, at least to me, howwe

are grasp the singularity and incommensurability of case x unless we

compare it with case y?8 You cannot just “insist” on a thing’s singu-

larity, you must show it, and you can only show it—indeed, you can

only identify the “it” in the first place—by some sort of comparative

juxtaposition, by excluding what a culture, a language, a polity, and

so forth is not (a sort of apoha theory of comparison, as a Buddhist

might call it).

From these epistemological reflections on the fundamental char-

acter of comparison we could turn to the more phenomenological.

The sociologist Rogers Brubaker has argued that comparison is in-

trinsic not only to all sociological analysis, “in all phases and at all

levels,” but to much of lived social experience as well. Inequality,

for example, is a social category that rests entirely on comparative

grounds, and hence we can identify a kind of “vernacular” compar-

ative sociology that inhabits such everyday analyses.9

Comparativism and Its Sorrows

The comparative deficit of my colleagues is also unsurprising given

the disrepute—not too strong a word—into which comparativism has

fallen. Brubaker himself is a case in point. The title of the paper from

which I quoted above is “Beyond Comparativism” (not comparison, my

emphasis), where Brubaker wishes tomove becausemethods of com-

parison, to the degree they can even be taken to exist “as a distinctive

genre of research” (which he denies), are simply a heuristics, not war-
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rants of the truth.10 (You will see in what follows, by contrast, that I

am here encouraging us to move beyond comparison to compara-

tivism, beyond simply juxtaposing two cases to figuring out precisely

what one is doing in juxtaposing them, how, and why.) But other,

more compelling reasons for the disrepute of the comparativemethod

can be and have been offered.

Although there exists, so far as I am aware, no historical ontology

of comparativism—what makes it possible for the comparativism as

method of systematic inquiry to come into being—let alone a global

comparative history of comparativism, a case can be made for link-

ing the method with forms of modern, or early modern, European

power. It is not that no one compared things in earlier epochs—He-

rodotus compared Greeks and Persians, Aristotle Greek constitu-

tions, and so on. But prior to European missionizing and colonial

thinking no one had done comparison systematically and turned

it into a kind of science. It is hardly accidental that in what has

been posited as the first work on comparative religion, a Christian-

European vision of innovation and progress in knowledge is con-

trasted with the antiquity and stagnation of the Orient.11 A historical

overview of this tendency has recently been offered by the historical

sociologist George Steinmetz, who concludes that “[The] filiations

between comparison and colonialism and racism have made it im-

possible to conduct cross-national or cross-civilizational research

without conducting an initial genealogy of comparativism itself.”12

Such a genealogy would in fact show that Steinmetz has foreshort-

ened his narrative and that European comparativism, while more

widely and systematically applied in the high noon of colonialism,

was already in operation in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

(Hugo Grotius, for example, meant to prove uniformity and com-

monality of human beings and hence the naturalness of natural law;

here, comparison was employed to demonstrate universality).13 Be

that as it may, the genealogy Steinmetz demands is one that our
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project certainly was unable to provide—and without which we pro-

ceeded.

What does, however, interest me about Western comparativism

is not so much its place in a story of political power, but its place

in a story of conceptual power. The most important part of this story

for my purposes concerns what I propose thinking of as a variant of

“methodological nationalism.” The social sciences have long been

captured “by the apparent naturalness and givenness of a world di-

vided into societies along the lines of nation-states,” by the tacit un-

derstanding that the (Western) nation—which is now the nation ev-

erywhere—is the natural social and political form of the modern

world.14 Analogously, in comparativism as suchWestern things—def-

initions, standards, norms, genres, and much else—have from the

beginning been the default standards. In the “methodological nation-

alism” of normal comparativism, these comparata, or standards, are

naturalized, most often even concealed, so that their relationship to

the primary object of study, the comparandum, and the role they

play in its interpretation are concealed as well.

A classic example of this is Hegel’s Vorlesungen über die Ästhetik

(Lectures on aesthetics). While the work as a whole is a comparison

of the five arts (painting, sculpture, architecture, music, literature),

and comparison operates within the discussion of each art, both

across time and especially across space, the logic of the comparative

method is never explained. Consider Hegel’s treatment of the epic.

We can only compare epics when we have decided to identify some

one thing as an “epic”; other things can be considered epics as well

by reason of sharing certain traits (or what we decide after the fact

are relevant traits) with that some one thing. This procedure seems

to be a cognitive necessity. But the necessary gives way to the arbi-

trary when that some one thing becomes not just a token of a type

but the type:
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Little can be said in general terms on [the nature of the epic work

of art] without . . . consider[ing] the national epics singly; but in

view of the difference of periods and nations this procedure would

give us little hope of producing corresponding results [zusammen-

stimmende Resultate]. Yet this difficulty can be removed if we pick

out from the many epic bibles one in which the true fundamental

character of the epic proper [den wahrhaften Grundcharakter des ei-

gentlichen Epos] can be established. This one consists of theHomeric

poems.

What makes the epic proper the “epic proper” is its universally hu-

man (Allgemeinmenschliche) character.15 How this can be known, even

known a priori, before comparison begins, is never explained—be-

cause it cannot be.16

The Classical Indian Understanding of Comparison

Hegel’s methodological nationalism is really a subset of a deeper cul-

tural normativity built into comparison. I hope you will bear with me

while I try to show this on the basis of rather more exotic and unfa-

miliar material, from classical Indian logic, since I think it goes some

way to help us realize that the inherent problem of the Hegelian

method is not aHegelianproblembut foundational to precritical com-

parison as such.

Classical India has nomethod of systematic comparison, but it has

a form of valid knowledge called upamāna, which is defined as “deter-

mining the thing-to-be-determined on the basis of properties shared

with a thing that is already known.” The usual example is one of se-

mantics. Someone, say a city dweller, whowants to knowwhat a gaur

is asks a forest dweller.When told “a gaur is like a cow”—that is, when

informed of the similarity between something unknown and some-
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thing known—the city dweller on perceiving an entity sharing known

cow properties concludes that the name of the previously unknown

entity is gaur; that is, he grasps a relationship between an entity and

a linguistic sign.17

This perhaps unexpected definition of comparison seems to me to

carry some useful insight. Comparison as usually practiced is indeed

about moving from the known to the unknown, of mediating knowl-

edge of the unknown by knowledge of the known (Nietzsche’s argu-

ment). At the core of this mode of understanding, as Indian logic per-

ceives, is the concern with assigning names. The word “epic,” for

example, is assigned to things (like the Mahābhārata) that share the

properties of something you already know to be an epic (like the Iliad).

That this Indian insight gives us a little more purchase on things

is shown when you choose to do comparison in places where there

are no familiar “cows” at all, so to speak, but only unfamiliar gaurs;

where you are comparing languageworldswhere “epic”doesnot exist

at all but rather itihāsa (the-way-it-was) and shi (poem), not “state,”

but rather rājya (the-condition-of-being-king) and guojia (the-state-

of-the-ruling-family). When you consciously put yourself in this sit-

uation, when you intentionally exclude mediation by the “national”

comparatum, you are practicing what I would call methodological

cosmopolitanism.

Methodological Cosmopolitanism

In cosmopolitan comparison, you begin to cast doubt on the norma-

tivity—den wahrhaften Grundcharakter—of the comparatum, or stan-

dard, itself, even on its ontological unity, that is, what a cowor an epic

or a state actually is, if it can be said to be any one thing. Dethroning

the sovereignty of the standard, our certitude that it is the defining

instance of a given thing like an epic, is important but not the most

essential of lessons that non-Western comparison teaches for doing
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comparison as such. One such lesson is the genuine problem of def-

inition—if there are no cows to anchor our understanding of gaurs,

how do we anchor it? I’ll come back to this problem, yet another co-

nundrum, in a moment. A second lesson is more straightforward: in

cosmopolitan comparison the difference in our objects of study ceases

at once to be seen as deviation or deficiency in respect to some stan-

dard (den wahrhaften)—where the Indian epic, for example, is no lon-

ger marked by what Hegel called “confusion, fantastic flabbiness and

lack of real truth,”whereas theChinese canhaveno access at all to the

“highest class of epic” due to their “fundamentally prosaic outlook.”18

Here, in a word, difference demands to be seen, well, differently.

Before I try to think through the challenges of methodological cos-

mopolitanism, let me address for a moment what from one angle

may be considered another, more widely discussed conundrum of

comparison—the almost inevitable totalization or essentialization

of one’s object of comparison19—butwhich fromanother is less about

comparison as such than about the very character of our comparative

units of analysis, in our case China and India. As I reflect on the ori-

gins of our project, and on our group discussions, the essentialized

unitness of such geographical units was never raised as a concern

by anyone. All participants clearly believed, without feeling com-

pelled to say so, that larger units of life than the individual actor do

exist and could be unproblematically studied. To be sure, these con-

figurations of cultural, social, and political existence may now bear

names in English—“region,” “area,” “civilization,” “nation,” indeed

“China” and “India”—that we may wish to contest whenever they

are (as they usually are) unhistorically reified. One might even argue

that in the very selection of our cases, what I once denounced as

“civilizationism”—indeed, a variant of methodological nationalism—

is being smuggled in through the back door.20 What, after all, is the

reason for choosing for comparison this painting and that one if the

one is not somehow marked as Chinese and the other Indian—and
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towhat do those descriptors “Chinese” and “Indian” in the end refer if

not some civilization, or empire, or nation, or country, or area?

Well, yes, but. . . . For one thing, there is a reality to these larger con-

figurations that we must not theorize out of existence: “China” and

“India” are not mere confections of Chinese (or Indian) Civ 101. These

are real conceptual spaces, however much and however obviously

they have shifted over time in their boundedness (and not just shifted,

butwere riven by real internal division, indeeddifference: just consider

the north/south divergences in China and India in so many aspects of

culture and power) resulting from real, long-term processes of repre-

sentation, circulation, language, power, aesthetic taste, ideas of the di-

vine, and so on.

For another thing, quite aside from our shared sensitivity to the

historicity of collectivizing designations and our unconcern, usually,

with essentialisms, none of the collaborators ever hesitated to affirm

that our different pieces were pieces of some whole, that under-

standing any part—language or historiography or religion or ecology

or whatever—required understanding it in relation to the other parts.

Hence a third aspect of methodology needs to be mentioned.

Just as our cosmopolitan formof comparison rejects a sort ofmeth-

odological nationalism—the tacit understanding that the Western

nation and hence its social, political, and cultural forms are natural,

and hence necessarily function as default comparata—so it refutes

methodological individualism. It does this by impressing upon us the in-

evitability for analysis of larger social, political, and cultural collec-

tivities—“China,” “India”—even while we strive to be sensitive to the

very real reduction of complexity that these terms harbor.

Cosmopolitan Comparison and Knowledge

Once we accept methodological cosmopolitanism, as off-center, or

south-south, comparison requires us to do; once we actively reject
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the default (Western) comparatum to gain as undistorted a view as

possible of the (non-Western) comparandum, and try to do this across

as wide a variety of objects of study as we can, what kinds of new

knowledge do we actually produce? The full report will be available

in a book now being finalized for publication.21 I have space here to

discuss three domains of knowledge only, and those very briefly:

(1) comparison and conceptual categories; (2) comparison and disci-

plinary objects of study; (3) comparison and difference, the heart of

the matter.

(1) It is hardly surprising that cosmopolitan comparison should

explode received conceptual categories for understanding the world.

But this happened so consistently, even insistently, in the course of

the project, that it seems to have been something clearly intensi-

fied by comparison itself. A strong case is “religion.” Confusion about

what is and is not religion in China and India can be widely observed

among the first European travelers, most prominently the Jesuits

in China. Comparative thinking of the monological sort was at work

here, where the standard was completely occluded and so never

questioned. The uncontested standard brought with it not just defi-

nition and classification but differentiation and separation, with

considerable historical consequences in both worlds. Cosmopolitan

comparison enables us to see especially clearly how the imported

category produced such new totalities as “Confucianism” and “Hin-

duism,” and, what’s more important, promoted the misperception of

much that historically was never differentiated and separated.

(2) It was equally predictable that the degree of uniformity or var-

iation across the two regions that has emerged from the kind of big

comparison engaged in here—comparison across very diverse disci-

plinary objects—should vary with the object, largely in relation to the

degree of structure or agency that characterizes it. But again, it has

proven particularly important to confirm this variation in two off-

center sites. Structural determinants were at issue in producing com-
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parable ecological consequences. Energy harvesting, for example, fol-

lowed similar patterns in both regions. Both were low-energy-use so-

cieties, typically adapting to low-energy supplies rather than boosting

efforts to increase them. But structures could obviously vary in the

two regions and produce different outcomes. The introduction of

American cultivars had disruptive ecological consequences in China

and none in India (given tastes and patterns of consumption and

the like). Varying cultural factors had ecological consequences too. In-

dia preserved most of its original animal population into the early

modern era, including elephants. In China, most large animals be-

came rare, with the elephant vanishing entirely.

(3) Less predictable or at least more powerful have been the new

modes of mutual estrangement, so to call it, made possible by off-

center comparison.22 This is something that emerged from the recip-

rocal illumination of objects of analysis that can now be seen to be

equally different, and neither deficient nor deviant; and, more impor-

tant, often radically different the one from the other. Comparison un-

encumbered by delusions about the essential nature of things (what

an epic or history or a nation really is) allows you to better capture

the particularity, and peculiarity, of a given case. Better put: the true

specificity of any given case emerges only against the backdrop of

some other. One example will have to suffice.

When Steven Owen and I sat down to write our contribution on lit-

erature, we both instinctively chose a lyric poem to compare, partly

because we are both interested in lyric poetry and partly because

classical China and India were both interested in lyric poetry. Steve

chose a poem by Du Fu entitled “Staying Over at White Sands Sta-

tion.” Du Fu wrote it in February of 770, the first month of spring in

the fifth year of the Dali Reign and the last year of his life, when he

set out southward onto the vastness of Lake Dongting, heading for

Changsha in modern Hu’nan in search of patrons. For a thousand

years, every Du Fu poem has been read in the context of the author,
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his life, and the larger historical world in which he lived—indeed, as

part of the “Du Fu story,” biography set in motion by Du Fu himself.

I myself chose a poem entitled, well, nothing. Like all Sanskrit lyr-

ics it is untitled because we are supposed to figure the narrative out

for ourselves—indeed, that discovery is the whole point of the poem.

We do not know who wrote the poem (it is assigned to “Amaru,”

about whom we nothing, and who may have been simply an anthol-

ogist), or where, or when—and this was not because of some histo-

riographical stupidity on the part of the poets. Sanskrit, the language

of the gods, was prized precisely because it allowed literature to es-

cape time and space and live forever. And the information is missing

because none is necessary for understanding the poem the way tra-

ditional Indians understood “understanding.”

Whatever we might say about the symmetry of the two poems—

the Sanskrit poet makes a common human situation, the errant lov-

er’s remorse the simile by which to try to grasp the otherwise inex-

plicable actions of an omnipotent god; the Chinese poet crosses from

“this world” to “that world,” from a journey in the empire, where

name and reality are matched, into mythic space through reflec-

tion—more compelling are the differences in literary culture towhich

they point. In one, poetry could not be understood without a detailed

historical apparatus, identifying the poet and when and where he

wrote. In the other, poetry could not be understood with a historical

apparatus; it was meant precisely to capture what was beyond time

and place. And there are many other such polarities: in one culture,

the same Chinese-character script was read everywhere the literary

culture extended, but everywhere the language was spoken differ-

ently. In the other, the same language, Sanskrit, was spoken every-

where more or less similarly, but it was read everywhere in different

scripts. In one, a single language—or script-language—dominated

literary culture for more than two millennia; in the other, the dom-

inant literary language began to cede its position after a millennium
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or so to new regional languages, and finally new transregional lan-

guages (Persian, Hindi, English). In one, the unity of the language pro-

duced a unified literary culture; in the other, that unity, to the degree

it exists, emerges out of a shared pool of narratives, motifs, allusions,

and expressive techniques.

These features could not even have manifested themselves, cer-

tainly not so dramatically, unless they were brought into compari-

son. And they could not have emerged as pure differences, rather

than deficiencies, unless they were compared off-center, with each

other, and away from the usual, and normative, comparatum. Sim-

ilarly startling differentiations confronted us everywhere, whether

in traditions of statecraft, historiography, painting, or science.

Conclusion

The China-India project began about five years ago, when very little

good comparative work on China and India existed and almost none

of it historical or cross-disciplinary. In the meantime (aside from a

raft of volumes on Roman and Han empires) one book has appeared

that I want briefly to notice, since it represents the polar opposite of

what we are trying to do.

Peter van der Veer’s The Modern Spirit of Asia makes three of the

moves that we explicitly reject.23 First, although the author repeat-

edly states that “comparative (historical) sociology” is the method

of his book, the method is never explained. Second, the author es-

chews direct south-south comparison; he is concerned instead with

their different reactions to the same stimulus, comparing “the in-

teractions between India and Western modernity with the interac-

tions between China and Western modernity.”24 In other words, the

terms of the comparison are given in advance: there are cows, and

we want to know how Indian and Chinese quasi cows (modernity
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has made sure they are no longer gaurs) differ from them, not from

each other. This results in a set of idiosyncratic deviations from a

standard (secularism is a case in point). Third, it is the role of the in-

ternational imperial norm in shapingmodernChina and India that in-

terests him, not their own prehistories of modernity, which he con-

siders largely irrelevant. Let me turn to this last point in particular.

Our group began a comparative study of China and India precisely

in the hope of understanding how the past has contributed to the

present, more particularly of learning whether we could identify his-

torical preconditions of the two contemporary states. No straight line

can be drawn from the past to the present, but what certainly seem

like long-term habits or proclivities appear to have revealed them-

selves. We are as anxious as the next scholar to avoid teleological

thinking or reinscribing Herderian “national characteristics” or He-

gelian reductions (China is all state, India all society, and the like).

At the same time it is clear, to us at least, that the present cannot be

understood in its fullness without reference to that past.

Even if such continuities do exist, they have turned out to be less

important to the project—at least to my thinking—than the outcome

of comparison itself and the significance of the comparative method

we have used. There is no escaping comparison; it is baked into our

epistemic core. But we can compare better or worse. Better compar-

ison, to my mind, requires exhuming the hidden standard against

which we measure all things, bringing its illicit paradigmaticity to

consciousness, or removing it from our awareness so far as we are

able. This is the special attraction of methodological cosmopolitan-

ism, where our subjects and standards of comparison are off-center

altogether, providinguswith the illuminationofpuredifference.Com-

parison is not about a taxonomical ordering of stuff, or a historical re-

port of how Y came from X; or a connective account of how Y changed

because of X, or some other operation of analysis. It is, for us China-
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India collaborators at least, about showing howpeople create very dif-

ferent versions of things—lyric poetry, landscape painting, and the

rest—that seem to share family resemblances.25

Some may hold that, while comparison is something we cannot

not do, it may also be something we cannot in fact do—here ismy last

conundrum—insofar as in their view it does not produce any real

knowledge beyond the comparison itself. But that may be both a nec-

essary gain in knowledge and a sufficient one. For those not on the so-

cial science side of rule-mongering, the Geertzian-Blakian grain of

sand—Du Fu’s or Amaru’s lyric poem (or the Balinese cockfight)—

whose true quiddity manifests itself only in the “reciprocal relief” of

comparison may be the only windows we can have onto the world;

whether they give us a view to some higher order conceptualization

is another matter. Perhaps there is no new surplus thing called “com-

parative knowledge,” nothing beyond ever-deeper understanding of

the things themselves—the poems, the paintings (and the cock-

fights). The road of the quest may not take us to any end, but if we

agree with Geertz that it must pass through “a terrifying complex-

ity,” it is a complexity that comparison alone can illuminate.26
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The text of a lecture presented at the Center for the Humanities, Wesleyan
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